ABSTRACT The stochastic and intermittent nature of renewable energy resources (RERs) poses great challenges to the energy scheduling of microgrids. The hybrid energy storage system (HESS), such as a combination of the battery (BA) and ultracapacitor, is considered as an effective way to cope with such challenges. In this paper, a hierarchical energy scheduling framework is proposed for the microgrid with HESSs to optimize the operation under the uncertainty of RERs and loads. The framework consists of two stages of scheduling: hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. In hour-ahead scheduling, a deterministic optimization model is formulated to minimize the operation cost of microgrids, and to guarantee the operation safety. Subsequently, a decomposition-based method is presented to solve the proposed model. In real-time scheduling, a control strategy of HESSs is developed to accommodate the imbalanced power mainly due to the uncertainty of RERs and loads, while extending the lifetime of BAs. The methodology is tested on a seven-bus microgrid system. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of the formulated model and the developed strategy. Initial and final power references of CDG i P ini ba,j,t,m,n , P rev ba,j,t,m,n Initial and revised power references of BA j P ini uc,k,t,m,n , P fna uc,k,t,m,n Initial and final power references of UC k SOC uc,k,t,m,n SOC of UC k P ini tie,t,m,n Initial power reference of exchange power P up uc,k,t,m,n , P dn uc,k,t,m,n Upward and downward regulation capacities of UC k P upt uc,t,m,n , P dnt uc,t,m,n Upward and downward total regulationcapacities of all UCs
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the penetration of renewable energy resources (RERs), has increased remarkably due to the environmental pollution concerns and fossil crises [1] . Under this circumstance, the concept of the microgrid has attracted lots of attention. A microgrid is a cluster of RERs, controllable distributed generations (CDGs), and energy storage systems (ESSs) with some loads, which can operate in either grid-connected mode or stand-alone mode. Such technology can not only improve the power quality, but also enhance the supply reliability [2] .
Energy scheduling is central to the microgrid, whose key problem is how to cope with the uncertainty of RERs and loads. Currently, the methods for uncertainty management are mainly classified in three categories: stochastic energy scheduling [3] , [4] , robust energy scheduling [5] , [6] , and hierarchical energy scheduling [7] - [9] . A scenario-based stochastic operation model was proposed in [3] to minimize the expected operation cost of microgrids. In [4] , a probabilistic constrained stochastic programming was adopted to deal with the uncertainty rather than the scenario-based approach. In [3] and [4] , uncertain variables are described by the probability function, but it may be difficult to procure accurate probability distribution when facing shortage of historical data. Robust optimization can effectively address such shortcoming, which tackles uncertain but bounded data by uncertainty sets with deterministic limits. In [5] , a robust scheduling approach was formulated to maintain the supplydemand balance for a microgrid in grid-connected mode. Reference [6] proposed a robust scheduling model to ensure successful islanding of the microgrid with the minimum load curtailment. Although the optimality of scheduling results can be guaranteed in the worst-case scenario, the conservatism of the results is inevitable. The hierarchical energy scheduling is considered as a promising option for the energy scheduling of microgrids. That is because it can not only handle the uncertainty of RERs and loads by embedding the stochastic/robust energy scheduling, but also reduce such uncertainty through using the intraday forecast data with higher precision. In [7] , a two-stage hierarchical framework was established to resolve the uncertainty, and to realize an economic generation schedule of microgrids. Both the day-ahead scheduling and real-time dispatching models were formulated in [8] for a cooling and electricity coordinated microgrid. Reference [9] proposed a multiobjective optimization model to obtain the optimal storage charge/discharge activities within a rolling horizon control.
In the literature above, the ESSs are all batteries (BAs) with the high energy density and low power density. The BAs' lifetime can be decreased obviously when they switch between the charging and discharging states frequently [10] . However, the charging/discharging power of ESSs needs to be adjusted frequently to achieve the power balance in real-time operation under the demand for low impacts of the microgrid on the connected main grid. In this regard, the ultracapacitor (UC) with the low energy density and high power density can be an effective complement to BAs. Therefore, the hybrid energy storage system (HESS), such as a combination of the BA and UC, is a promising choice for ESSs in microgrid applications. So far, many experts have carried on a number of studies on the planning method and operation strategy of HESSs in microgrids [11] - [15] . However, little research has been done in the energy scheduling of the microgrid with HESSs. In [16] , a two-layer energy management system was proposed for the microgrid with HESSs considering the VOLUME 6, 2018 degradation cost. However, the microgrid only comprises the RER, HESS, and load without CDGs, meanwhile the operation security of microgrids is not considered, both of which reduce the applicability of such method. Reference [17] presented a coordinated operation model of the HESS and diesel generator to minimize the operation cost of microgrids. Nevertheless, the operation security of microgrids is not considered either. Additionally, the effect of UCs on the lifetime extension of BAs also needs to be further quantized and analyzed.
In summary, the major contributions of this paper include the following:
(1) A hierarchical energy scheduling framework is proposed to achieve the economic and secure operation of the microgrid with HESSs under the uncertainty of RERs and loads, which consists of hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. (2) A decomposition-based method is presented to solve the model in hour-ahead scheduling. Such model is decomposed into one master problem and one subproblem for power flow computation. The master problem is firstly transformed into a mixed-integer linear programming problem, and then the two problems are solved iteratively. (3) A control strategy of HESSs is developed in realtime scheduling to accommodate the imbalanced power mainly due to the uncertainty of RERs and loads, while extending the lifetime of BAs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II proposes the two-stage energy scheduling framework; Section III presents the decomposition-based method to solve the model in hour-ahead scheduling; Section IV gives the simulation results; Section V concludes the paper.
II. HIERARCHICAL ENERGY SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK
The RERs (i.e., wind power (WD) and photovoltaic power (PV)) usually fluctuate severely within an hour. The day-ahead scheduling on the base of the one-hour interval cannot well reflect the variability. Consequently, a hierarchical energy scheduling framework is proposed to decide a specific generation plan in real-time operation. The framework consists of two stages of scheduling: hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. The hour-ahead scheduling is utilized to bridge the day-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. It is conducted every hour to provide a generation plan during the next hour with the temporal resolution of 15-min. The real-time scheduling is performed every minute to eliminate the imbalanced power mainly due to the uncertainty of RERs and loads. The temporal resolutions for the hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling can be flexibly adjusted according to the microgrid manager. In this paper, they are set as fixed values to describe the scheduling model and control strategy easily.
Notice that, the operation states of CDGs, the charging and discharging power of BAs, along with the exchange power with the connected main grid can be determined via day-ahead scheduling [3] , which would be sent to hour-ahead scheduling as input data.
A. HOUR-AHEAD SCHEDULING
Taking the t-th hour-ahead scheduling as an example, the optimization model is as follows. Note that, (t, m) represents the m-th 15-min time slot at hour t.
1) OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
A deterministic optimization model is formulated to minimize the operation cost of microgrids. The cost includes the fuel cost, and operation and maintenance cost of CDGs, the operation and maintenance cost of BAs, the operation and maintenance cost of RERs, as well as the cost of exchange power with the connected main grid. Furthermore, the penalty cost is also incorporated to comply with the operation results of day-ahead scheduling. 
where
The fuel cost together with the operation and maintenance cost of CDGs are defined by (2) and (3), respectively. Note that, U g,i,t is a decided value from day-ahead scheduling. 
2) DECISION VARIABLES
For the environment-friendly characteristic, the power of WD and PV will be regarded as the negative load, rather than the decision variable. Also, given the limited capacity, the UCs are not involved in hour-ahead scheduling, whereas they are focused on real-time scheduling.
3) CONSTRAINTS a: SYSTEM CONSTRAINT
+ P wd,t,m + P pv,t,m + P tie,t,m = P ld,t,m + P ls,t,m ∀m (5)
For any time slot, the produced power is equal to the sum of the load and network loss in (5) . To decrease the impact of microgrids on the connected main grid, the spinning reserve is supplied only by CDGs and BAs in (6) .
For each CDG, the power is constrained by the upper and lower limits in (7). In (8), the power change between two consecutive time slots is bound by the ramp-up and rampdown limits. In (9) , if the CDG is off, it cannot supply the spinning reserve. Moreover, the reserve should also abide by the output power limit and the ramp limit.
Given the decided operation state and the ramp limit, the power and spinning reserve of CDGs in the last 15-min time slot can be restricted by the operation state of CDGs at hour (t + 1) in (10) and (11), respectively.
SOC ba,j,t,m
SOC ba,j,min
For each BA, the charging and discharging power are subject to the upper and lower limits in (12) and (13), respectively. The BAs are prohibited from charging and discharging simultaneously by (14) . Equation (15) represents the variation characteristic of the state of charge (SOC) of BAs between two consecutive time slots. In (16), the SOC is enforced to be within the allowable range.
The model assumes the BAs are capable of switching between the charging and discharging states in a short interval. Thereby, it is possible to offer reserves on a large extent, which may be twice the rated power of BAs, theoretically [18] . The spinning reserve of BAs is bound by not only the rated power, but also the SOC limit in (17) .
The transmission capacity limit is imposed on the exchange power in (18) . The microgrid can import/export power from/to the grid when P tie,t,m is positive/negative.
To maintain the security of the branches, the power flow passing through them is kept below the limit in (19) . Moreover, constraint (20) ensures the bus voltage is in the safe operation region.
B. HOUR-AHEAD SCHEDULING
The real-time scheduling strategy involves two stages. First, determine the initial power references of CDGs, BAs, UCs, and exchange power, based on the operation results of hourahead scheduling. Then, revise the power references primarily by the developed control strategy of HESSs to eliminate the imbalanced power. Considering the time slot of (t, m, n) as an example, such stages are as follows. Note that, (t, m, n) indicates the n-th 1-min time slot in the m-th 15-min time slot at hour t.
1) DETERMINING THE INITIAL POWER REFERENCES
This stage is utilized to achieve the transition from the operation results of hour-ahead scheduling on the 15-min interval to the initial power references of CDGs, BAs, UCs, and exchange power on the 1-min interval.
a: CDGs
Because of the ramp limits and the pre-heating start-up characteristics of CDGs, it can take some time to change from P g,i,t,m−1 to P g,i,t,m . Since the constant power contributes to the stable operation of CDGs, it is reasonable to assume that P ini g,i,t,m,n will change from P g,i,t,m−1 to P g,i,t,m at the maximal ramp rates, and then remain consistent with P g,i,t,m . Besides, there usually exist pre-heating periods (e.g., several seconds) VOLUME 6, 2018 when the CDGs prepare to start up [19] . The power is forced to be zero during such periods, and then jumps to the lower limit once the periods are over. Based on this, the power of CDGs is assumed to be the lower limit in the first time slot of real-time scheduling at an hour when they are committed to start up. The initial power references of CDGs are as follows.
end else
end where P fna g,i,t,m,n−1 represents the final power reference of CDG i in the time slot of (t, m, n − 1).
b: BAs, UCs, AND EXCHANGE POWER
For the SOC limits, the initial power references of BAs are as follows. When the power references are positive/negative, the BAs will discharge/charge.
If P dis ba,j,t,m − P cha ba,j,t,m ≥ 0 ∀j, ∀m, ∀n P ini ba,j,t,m,n = min{(SOC ba,j,t,m,n−1 − SOC ba,j,min )
Since the UCs are not involved in hour-ahead scheduling, their initial power references are all set to zero. Similar to BAs, the UCs will discharge/charge if the power references are positive/negative.
Based on the actual operation experiences, the exchange power can be free from the ramp rates. Thus, the initial power references are as follows.
2) REVISING THE POWER REFERENCES
There often exist deviations between the actual power in real-time scheduling and the predicted power in hour-ahead scheduling for RERs and loads due to their uncertainties, which can introduce the imbalanced power. Meanwhile, the ramp limits and the pre-heating starting-up characteristics of CDGs as well as the SOC limits of BAs are also likely to lead to the imbalanced power. Hence, the imbalanced power is as follows.
P t,m,n = P ld,t,m,n − P wd,t,m,n − P pv,t,m,n −
To minimize the impact of microgrids on the connected main grid, the imbalanced power should be accommodated by the components within the microgrid as far as possible. Besides, since frequent power changes are harmful to the stable operation of CDGs, they should avoid responding to the imbalanced power frequently. Accordingly, the HESS needs to absorb the imbalanced power to the extreme. In other words, the imbalanced power is hoped to be reduced to zero with the aid of the HESS. The lifetime of BAs depends heavily on the cycling behavior, whereas the UCs can undergo millions of deep cycles which are not limited by the cycling stress [16] , [20] . Therefore, the key issue is how to use the HESS to absorb the imbalanced power, while prolonging the lifetime of BAs.
A control strategy of HESSs is developed to realize the above goals. The strategy consists of three steps. First, BAs absorb the imbalanced power conditionally. Second, UCs absorb the imbalanced power to the extreme. Last, BAs absorb the imbalanced power to the extreme. In each time slot of real-time scheduling, such steps are conducted in turn. After these steps, if the imbalanced power is still not zero, it will be absorbed first by CDGs, and then by the grid.
a: BAS ABSORB THE IMBALANCED POWER CONDITIONALLY
The lifetime of BAs is dependent on the cycling behavior. Frequent and deep cycles can accelerate the cyclic aging and reduce the cycle life [21] . Based on this, the lifetime of BAs can be estimated as [22] 
where T life is the lifetime of BAs; L s is the life loss of BAs in a simulation; T yr is one year; T s is the time duration of the simulation (e.g., one day); N cyc is the number of cycles in the simulation; d i is the depth of discharge (DOD) of the i-th cycle; f (d i ) is the maximum number of cycles at a specific DOD before the BA's failure. Taking a vanadium redox flow battery as an example, the curve of cycle life versus DOD is shown in Fig. 1 [23] . With the decreasing DOD, the maximum number of cycles will rise gradually. In other words, the life loss of one cycle (i.e., 1/f (d i )) would decrease with the reduction of DOD.
Based on these, two operation principles are introduced for BAs in this step, which are as follows.
(1) BAs absorb the imbalanced power only through decreasing the initial charging/discharging power.
(2) The initial charging/discharging state of BAs is not allowed to change.
The former contributes to the DOD reduction of the cycle, and the latter can avoid introducing a new cycle. According to (29) and (30), the lifetime of BAs would show an increasing trend with the decreasing DOD of cycles.
The power references of BAs can be revised as follows. P ini ba,j,t,m,n (j ∈ ψ t,m,n ) can indicate the maximal regulation capability of BA j to absorb the imbalanced power. Specifically, if P t,m,n is positive, P ini ba,j,t,m,n will be negative. The BA can absorb the imbalanced power by decreasing the initial charging power. The maximal reduction value of the initial charging power is P ini ba,j,t,m,n .
The allocation method of the imbalanced power among the available BAs is stated as (31) and (32). Based on this, the initial charging/discharging state of BAs is ensured not to change. Moreover, the extent of the deviation between the revised and initial power references of BAs is moderate, which contributes to tracking the operation results of hour-ahead scheduling.
The updated imbalanced power is as follows. 
where ''⇐'' is the assignment operator.
b: UCS ABSORB THE IMBALANCED POWER TO THE EXTREME
To reduce the life loss of BAs when calling BAs again in the third step, the UCs would absorb the imbalanced power to the extreme. The imbalanced power can be dispatched to the UC in light of the ratio of its upward/downward regulation capacity to the corresponding total regulation capacity. The upward regulation capacity of a UC indicates the maximum increment value of the discharging power of the UC. Also, the downward regulation capacity represents the maximum increment value of the charging power. They are as follows.
Considering the upward regulation capacity as an example, it equals the maximum discharging power minus the initial power reference. The maximum discharging power is associated with not only the SOC limit, but also the rated power.
The upward and downward total regulation capacities are as follows.
The final power references of UCs are as follows. If P t,m,n ≥ 0∀k, ∀m, ∀n P fna uc,k,t,m,n = min{1, P t,m,n / P upt uc,t,m,n } P The power allocation method can make full use of the regulation capacities of all UCs, which is conducive to their long-term stable operation [24] .
The updated imbalanced power is as follows.
∀m, ∀n (38)
c: BAs ABSORB THE IMBALANCED POWER TO THE EXTREME
To minimize the impact of microgrids on the connected main grid, the BAs will absorb the imbalanced power to the extreme. The allocation method of the imbalanced power among all BAs is the same as that among UCs.
If the imbalanced power is still not zero, the CDGs can accommodate it in turn according to their costs per kWh [25] . After that, the remaining imbalanced power would be absorbed by the grid. Through the above steps, the final power references of CDGs, BAs, UCs, and exchange power can be determined.
In summary, during the time horizon of thet-th hour-ahead scheduling, the flowchart of the hierarchical energy scheduling is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM
Since the hour-ahead scheduling problem is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem, it would be decomposed into a master energy scheduling problem and a power flow subproblem. The master problem is to address the energy scheduling problem (1)- (18), except the security constraints (19)- (20) . The optimized results from the master problem would be regarded as the boundary conditions of power flow calculation in the subproblem. According to the produced power flow results, the security constraints are tested to see whether they are satisfied in each time slot. The two problems are solved iteratively until the difference of the total loss calculated across all time slots is small enough between two adjacent iterations. In this method, there exist two key points. One is to convert the master problem into a mixed-integer linear programming problem. The other is the iterative solution method between the master problem and the subproblem.
A. LINEARIZATION OF THE MASTER PROBLEM
The nonlinearity of the master energy scheduling problem is attributed to both the fuel cost of CDGs and the penalty cost. In this context, the piecewise linear approximation is used to linearize the fuel cost of CDGs [26] , meanwhile the auxiliary variables and some additional constraints are introduced to eliminate the nonlinearity of the penalty cost.
The adjusted objective function is as follows. 
where C fu g,i,t,m represents the linearized fuel cost of CDG i; β ba,j,t,m , δ tie,t,m are the introduced auxiliary variables.
The additional constraints are as follows.
β ba,j,t,m ≥ P dis ba,j,t − P cha ba,j,t − P dis ba,j,t,m + P cha ba,j,t,m β ba,j,t,m ≥ −P dis ba,j,t + P cha ba,j,t + P dis ba,j,t,m − P cha ba,j,t,m δ tie,t,m ≥ P tie,t − P tie,t,m δ tie,t,m ≥ −P tie,t + P tie,t,m
Based on these, the master problem, composed of (3)- (18) and (39)- (40), becomes a mixed-integer linear programming problem, which can be easily solved by CPLEX. 
B. ITERATIVE SOLUTION METHOD
The flowchart of the iterative solution method is shown in Fig. 3 . After the initialization of N iter1 and N iter2 , the procedures are described as follows.
(1) Solve the linearized master energy scheduling problem by CPLEX, and thus obtain the optimized results X ha .
(2) Run the power flow in each time slot of hour-ahead scheduling, and then check whether the security constraints are satisfied.
(3) If a violation of security constraints exists, then add a small random vector X ha to the last feasible solution X ha,last to recalculate the power losses and rerun the master problem with updated power balance constraints (5) . This kind of local search method is able to help the algorithm converge to at least a local optimal solution [3] . If the constraints are not violated, then calculate the power loss in each time slot and decide the total power loss P loss . The most updated power losses would be fed back to the master problem and utilized to update the power balance constraints (5), as long as the change of the total power loss P loss is noticeable (i.e., P loss ≥ e). Here, e is a small pre-defined value.
(4) After several iterations, the system can converge to a new steady-state condition where the best available optimal results are found. The simulation results in Section IV will also show the convergence of the presented method.
IV. CASE STUDY
A microgrid system with CDGs, RERs, BAs, and UCs is shown in Fig. 4 . Network parameters are as follows: the voltage level is 380V, the line type is LJ-70 with R = 0.358 /km, X = 0.45 /km [27] . The CDGs include the diesel engine (DE), micro turbine (MT), and fuel cell (FC). The technical and economic parameters of CDGs and RERs are summarized in Table 1 , and those of HESSs are summarized in Table 2 [20] , [28] . The transmission capacity limit of exchange power is 500kW. The time-of-use price of Shanghai, China is adopted and shown in Table 3 . To follow the operation results of day-ahead scheduling, the penalty price is assumed to be 1.5 times the time-of-use price.
The simulation platform is based on an Intel Core dual i5-4200M with 2.5 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
The typical predicted power of WD and PV in a day on a 15-min interval are depicted in Fig. 5(a) , and that of loads is depicted in Fig. 5(b) . To test the effectiveness of the proposed VOLUME 6, 2018 energy scheduling framework, the real-time data on a 1-min interval, viz. the actual values, are simulated and shown in the same pictures.
The day-ahead generation plan of the microgrid is depicted in Fig. 6 . The BA charges during low-price periods and discharges during high-price periods to make profits. Similarly, the microgrid imports power from the connected main grid during low-price periods, and exports power during highprice periods. Note that, the microgrid still imports power between 18:00 and 21:00 to meet the deficit power. Besides, the cheap FC starts up at hour 1, and then remains online across the whole day. Both the DE and MT only start up at hour 7, and shut down at hour 23.
A. SIMULATION OF THE HIERARCHICAL ENERGY SCHEDULING
To illustrate how the hour-ahead scheduling problem is iteratively solved to converge, the total power loss of the microgrid in a single invocation is shown in Fig. 7 . The number of iterations is 6 with e being 10 −5 kWh, which is the maximal value among all invocations in the day. Meanwhile, the computation time is only 0.162s. Such time mainly includes two parts: the time of solving the master problem and that of computing the power flow subproblem, which are 0.036s and 0.108s respectively. As the calling cycle of hour-ahead scheduling is one hour, the calculation speed is sufficiently fast to satisfy online operation requirements.
Initially, the total power loss is assumed to be zero. Then, the total power loss changes to 5.7892kWh. The most updated power losses would be fed back to the master problem and utilized to update the power balance constraints (5), as long as the change of the total power loss is noticeable. After six iterations, the system converges to a new steady-state condition in which the optimal solutions are found.
After calling the hour-ahead scheduling, the real-time scheduling will be conducted on a 1-min interval to eliminate the imbalanced power mainly due to the uncertainty of RERs and loads. Both the power of CDGs and the exchange power in hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling are shown in Fig. 8 .
As shown in Fig. 8 , since a large deviation penalty is imposed on the objective cost, the exchange power in hour-ahead scheduling can effectively follow the day-ahead scheduling plan, shown in Fig. 6 . The FC has the highest energy efficiency among the CDGs. It is the most economic one and is always arranged in priority in daily operation. During peak-price and flat-price periods, the power fluctuation of the DE in real-time scheduling is the greatest among all CDGs because of the lowest energy efficiency, whereas that of the MT is relatively smooth. Besides, the deviations between the power in hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling for the CDGs and exchange power are quite small. This can contribute to the stable operation of CDGs, along with the power quality improvement of the connected main grid.
The power of the HESS in hour-ahead scheduling and realtime scheduling are shown in Fig. 9(a) . Also, the SOC of the HESS in real-time scheduling is depicted in Fig. 9(b) .
It can be observed from Fig. 9 that the UC tends to charge/discharge in real-time scheduling when the BA needs to charge/discharge in hour-ahead scheduling. Meanwhile, the charging/discharging state of the UC can convert frequently when the BA is in the idle state in hour-ahead scheduling. This is due to the two operation principles of BAs in the first step of the developed control strategy of HESSs. The lifetime of BAs can be obviously extended, which will be elaborated in the following analysis.
Note that, the SOC of the UC may change considerably at the start of some hours. This is mainly because the power of CDGs cannot effectively follow the drastic variation of exchange power because of the ramp limits, which results in the large imbalanced power. In real-time scheduling, the imbalanced power would be firstly accommodated by the HESS. When the BA cannot effectively absorb the imbalanced power in the first step of the developed control strategy, the remaining large imbalanced power will be absorbed by the UC firstly. In view of this, there may exist a significant change in the SOC of UCs for the limited capacity.
Both the power flow of the whole branches and the voltage of all buses during the day are in the safe region. Taking the voltage as an example, the voltage variations of three typical buses in the day are shown in Fig. 10 .
Since bus 2 is at the head of the radial microgrid, its voltage is mainly dominated by the upstream grid. Thus, the voltage is nearly maintained at 1.025 p.u. Bus 4 is at the terminal of the branch. Additionally, the DE is located at this bus. Therefore, its voltage is related to not only the upstream bus, but also the operation mode of the DE. Bus 6 is at the middle of the branch and connected with the WD. Its voltage is relatively high, but still in the safe region (0.95-1.05 p.u.). Consequently, the yielded generation scheduling is safe. 
B. ANALYSIS OF THE LIFETIME OF BAs
To illustrate the advantage of the developed control strategy of HESSs in the lifetime extension of BAs, three cases are established in Table 4 . Each case corresponds to a control strategy of HESSs. In case 1, the imbalanced power is only absorbed by BAs to the extreme. In other words, the first and second steps of the developed control strategy of HESSs are not included. In case 2, the first step of the developed control strategy of HESSs is not contained. Namely, the imbalanced power would be firstly absorbed by UCs to the extreme, and then by BAs. The control strategy in case 3 corresponds to the developed control strategy in this paper.
Based on the curve of cycle life versus DOD in Fig. 1 , the operation results in such cases are compared in Table 4 . As the lifetime of UCs at the maximum working temperature with proper voltage ranges is always given by manufacturing specifications, it can be reasonably assumed that the UC is expected to last for the estimated life within normal operating conditions [16] , [20] . Thus, the comparison of the lifetime of UCs is not involved in Table 4 .
As can be seen, the difference of the operation cost of microgrids among cases is quite small, which is mainly due to the limited capacity of the UC and the small difference between the operation and maintenance cost of the BA and UC. However, the difference of the lifetime of BAs among cases is evident. In case 1, the lifetime of BAs is only 7.579 years. This is mainly because when the power of BAs in hour-ahead scheduling is zero, the BAs will have to absorb the imbalanced power by frequently switching between the charging and discharging states in real-time scheduling. This can lead to the obvious increase of the number of cycles, which deteriorates the lifetime of BAs. With the help of UCs, the lifetime of BAs for cases 2 and 3 can be noticeably larger than that for case 1. Furthermore, compared with case 2, the developed control strategy introduces a lifetime extension of 1.753 years. This can be explained by the fact that, in the first step of the developed control strategy, the imbalanced power is absorbed only by reducing the initial charging/discharging power of BAs. In this regard, the DOD of the cycle for BAs shows a decreasing trend, and further results in the decline of the life loss. Therefore, there exists an obvious increase for the lifetime of BAs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A two-stage energy scheduling framework is proposed to optimize the microgrid operation under the uncertainty of RERs and loads. The energy scheduling framework is composed of hour-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. The hour-ahead scheduling is used to bridge the day-ahead scheduling and real-time scheduling. In hourahead scheduling, a deterministic optimization model is formulated to enable the microgrid to operate economically and safely. According to the model feature, a decompositionbased method is presented to solve the model. In realtime scheduling, a control strategy of HESSs is developed to accommodate the imbalanced power mainly due to the uncertainty of RERs and loads, while extending the lifetime of BAs.
Simulation results can reveal that the proposed energy scheduling framework is effective to provide an economic and safe generation plan. The presented decomposition-based method can solve the model within a finite number of iterations. Concurrently, the calculation speed is sufficiently fast to satisfy online operation requirements. Additionally, compared with the strategy that the imbalanced power is first absorbed by the UC and then by the BA, the developed control strategy of HESSs can increase the lifetime of BAs by 10.48%.
